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Japanʼs best seller frying pan.

This mini pan shares the convenient features of remy pan plus at a smaller size that is 
convenient for preparing breakfast or cooking for oneself.

Serving chopsticks

Scraper spatula Measuring ladle

Smart steam cookerFlexible flipper

The silicone handle chopsticks are textured 
for an effortless grip and hold onto food 
with their non-slip tip. 
(Heat resintant 210℃)

The spatula features a silicone tip for 
convenience. It easily removes every speck
of food and drop of sauce.
(Heat resintant 210℃)

The ladle features measurement lines 
from 1 tablespoon to half a cup. It can be 
used as measuring cups.
(Heat resintant 210℃)

The steam cooker sits atop remy pan plus
(24cm). Its fluoride coating helps prevent 
stickingof ingredients for easier cleaning.

The soft flipper bends to match the curves
of the pan and slip smoothly beneath 
ingredients for easy scooping.
(Heat resintant 170℃)

World-class quality for the kitchen. 
remy kitchen utensils are designed 
and manufactured in Tsubame 
Sanjo, Niigata Prefecture, Japan.

Tsubame Quality

Color variation :

Capacity : 2.1Qt / 2.0L
Height : 5" / 13cm
Weight : approx. 1060g 
Material : Same as regular size

remy pan plus (9 1/2"diam / 24cm )

remy pan mini (7 3/4"diam / 20cm)

Material: Aluminum alloy
Cooking surface: Anodized fluoride resin coating 
Exterior surface: Anodized baking finishing 
Bottom surface: Brocessed iron alloy (3.5mm thick)
Lid: Tempered glass

Capacity : 3.5Qt / 3.3L
Height : 6" / 15cm
Weight : approx. 1400g 

The original “remy pan” was developed in 2001 by Japan’ s most 
famous cook, Remi Hirano, in response to years of requests for 
dream cookware that would make healthy, tasty dishes easier to 
prepare in limited kitchen space.
This compact, multi-purpose cookware soon became the most 
popular domestically made cookware in Japan and has been 
supporting fine cooks for over 15 years.
Now we are proud to introduce innovative new “remy pan plus” . 



Self-standing lid

Anti-drip edges

Utensil holder

Central steam release

The convenient standing l id saves space in the kitchen.

Special  edges catch any steam droplets that 
drip from the glass when the l id is set upright.

The tiny steam outlet at the center of the 
lid prevents spillover from the edges. 

A magnet in the handle keeps remy
utensils in place so the counter 
stays clean and uncluttered.

Induction conpatible
Cook with gas or induction.

Cook how you like
Depend on remy pan for almost any kind of cooking. 
The flexible size,  depth, weight,  shape and material  have
made it  an al l-around leader for over 15 years.

Cook quickly
Food cooks fast and evenly with minimal 
effort because the lightweight, cast aluminum 
pan offers high thermal conductivity.  

Top coating
Middle coating
Base coating

Anodized coating

Aluminum

Ceramic heat-
resistant paint

Stir fry Roast

Steam Simmer

Deep fry Cook rice

remy pan plus is designed by Fumie Shibata, who has 
won many awards both in Japan and overseas, 
including Germany’s iF Gold Design Award and the 
Mainichi Design Prize.

remy pan plus has received multiple awards :  
Good Design Award, Human Centered Design 
Best Practise (Grand Prix), Ergonomic Design 
Good Practice Award (Award of Excellence).

Fumie Shibata（designer）

www.remypan.com

Healthy
The exceptional ly smooth, highest-grade, 
PFOA-free coated surface requires only a 
t iny amount of oi l  to prevent st icking.This 
helps you cook healthier meals.


